
Gig Bag 2

The Gig Bag 2 provides a secure and padded way
to transport and store the RATstands Jazz Stand or
Z3 Tablet Stand.A separate compartment for a
folder of sheet music and other musician’s
essentials, can be found on the front of the bag.
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Product Features
Gig Bag 2

The Gig Bag 2 is tailor made to securely transport the RATstands Jazz Stand
or Z3 Tablet Stand.Dense padding ensures the stand is safe and protected
from any cosmetic damage,whilst travelling between rehersals and shows.

A separate zip compartment on the front of the bag can hold sheet music
and other musician’s essentials. Seperating these items could also prevent
any damage that they could cause to the music stand.

The Gig Bag 2 has an adjustable strap to suit all musicians. It can be set
between 780mm and 1175mm in length.The detachable strap has a
shoulder pad for comfort, and a padded handle provides an alternative
way to carry the Jazz or Z3 Stand.

A strong zip that can be opened around 3 sides, secures the stand inside,
and makes unpacking the stand trouble free.
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General
Warranty 5 Years
Part Number 69Q21

Construction
External Material Polyester

Dimensions
External 560 x 425 x 80mm (W x H x D) [22 x 16.7 x 3.1in]

Internal 550 x 415 x 70mm(W x H x D) [21.7 x 16.3 x 2.8in]

Pocket 520 x 300mm (W x D) [20.5 x 11.8in]

Strap Length - Minimum 780mm [30.7in]

Strap Length - Maximum 1175mm [46.3in]

Strap Width 35mm [1.4in]

Shoulder Pad 310 x 70mm (L x W) [12.2 x 2.8in]

Weight 0.8kg [2.2lbs]

Specifier’s description
A tailor made polyester carry case, specifically to fit a RATstands Jazz and Z3 Stand.Dense padding on all pannels to
protect the contents. Seperate zip compartment on the front of the case for sheet music and other small accessories.
A strong zip that opens around 3 sides of the case.A detachable and adjustable shoulder strap,with a shoulder pad
for comfort.An alternative padded handle can be found at the top of the case.

Detailed Specification
Gig Bag 2
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